Limitations of the Millennium Development Goals: a literature review
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With the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) showing uneven progress, this review identifies possible limitations arising from the MDG framework itself rather than extrinsic issues. A multidisciplinary literature review was conducted with a focus on limitations in the formulation of the MDGs, their structure, content and implementation. Of 1837 MDG-related articles, 90 met criteria for analysis. Articles describe MDGs as being created by only a few stakeholders without adequate involvement by developing countries and overlooking development objectives previously agreed upon. Others claim MDGs are unachievable and simplistic, not adapted to national needs, do not specify accountable parties and reinforce vertical interventions. While MDGs have promoted increased health and well-being in many countries by recognising and deliberating on the possible constraints of the MDG framework, the post-2015 agenda may have even greater impact.
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Complex problems have simple, easy to understand, wrong answers (Henry Louis Mencken)

Introduction

In September 2001, based upon the Millennium Declaration, the United Nations (UN) presented the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as a list of common goals for the world community to achieve by 2015. Since then, remarkable progress has been made towards achieving the MDGs. According to the UN MDG Report 2012, the proportion of people living on less than $1.25 has decreased from 47% in 1990 to 24% in 2008 (from 2 to 1.4 billion). This indicates that Target 1 – Halve the proportion of people living on less than one dollar a day – will be reached by 2015 (UN, 2012). Child mortality (Target 4.A) has been steadily decreasing globally, and immunisation rates are over 90% in almost two-thirds of all countries (Overseas Development Institute [ODI], 2010). Enrolment rates of primary schools increased from 58 to 76% in sub-Saharan Africa between 1999 and 2010, professional assistance during childbirth has improved from 55% in 1990 to
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65% in 2010 (Indicator 5.2) and the aimed reduction of slum dwellers by 100 million (Target 7.D) is already achieved (UN, 2012).

However, progress across all MDGs has been limited and uneven across countries. An estimated 15.5% of the world population still suffers from hunger, and many countries, particularly on the African continent, are unlikely to meet the targeted two-thirds reduction in child mortality by 2015 (ODI, 2010; UN, 2012). The reduction in maternal mortality (Target 5.A) has been slow and mortality remains alarmingly high (UN, 2012). In sub-Saharan regions and Southern Asia, where 80% of people in extreme poverty live, progress in reaching MDGs has generally been very limited (UN, 2012).

Progress towards Goal 8 (‘Develop a global partnership for development’) – the only MDG directed specifically at high-income countries – has been disappointing. As a possible result of the global financial crisis, development aid has fallen for the first time in more than a decade (UN, 2012). In instances where MDGs have been achieved, some of these successes are considered a ‘by-product of the rapid economic growth of China and India’ rather than achievements of MDG-oriented activities (Curtis & Poon, 2009).

A variety of reasons for shortfalls in progress towards the MDGs are discussed in the literature. UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon links the lack of progress to ‘unmet commitments, inadequate resources, lack of focus and accountability, and insufficient interest in sustainable development’ (UN, 2010). For others, the MDGs cannot be fully met because of how the goals were designed (Clemens, Kenny, & Moss, 2007).

Within the literature about successes and shortfalls of the MDGs across the world, there has been very little direct examination of the framework of the MDGs. To more fully understand the possible intrinsic limitations within the MDG framework, we conducted a multidisciplinary literature review that identifies limitations in the development, formulation and content of the MDGs themselves. With less than two years remaining before the MDG deadline, it is critical to the development of a post-2015 agenda to understand these limitations and any lessons that can be learned.

Methods

The review was conducted between July and August 2012 and surveyed the literature in English using MEDLINE and Web of Science databases. MEDLINE was chosen because health is a major component of MDGs and any perceived weaknesses of the MDG framework as reported by researchers and practitioners in the health field was, therefore, considered especially relevant. Web of Science adds other peer-reviewed journals as well as news articles, editorials and book chapters in the areas of natural sciences, social sciences, economics, humanities and development.

The search terms were ‘Millennium Development Goal/s’ in the title, abstract or keywords. Articles were screened first by title, then by abstract and finally, by full text. All articles referring to challenges, weaknesses or lessons that were intrinsically related to the MDG framework’s creation, concept, structure, content and implementation were included. Articles were excluded if they (1) showed no relation to the MDG framework, (2) did not discuss any challenges with the MDGs, (3) discussed challenges extrinsic to the MDG framework such as the lack of financial or local political commitment or (4) did not contain original research or viewpoints (e.g. book reviews). It should be noted that articles were selected precisely because they discussed challenges that may appear to be biased samples; only 15% of MDG-related publications expressed concerns with the MDGs and only one-third of these discussed intrinsic limitations. While much of the literature may discuss the successes of the MDGs or extrinsic factors causing limited
progress, this study focuses on the relatively under-examined area of challenges arising from the MDG framework itself.

To aid in a systematic analysis and synthesis of the selected literature, a conceptual framework was developed that consisted of four potential challenges related to the MDG framework:

1. Limitations in the MDG development process.
2. Limitations in the MDG structure.
3. Limitations in the MDG content.
4. Limitations in the MDG implementation and enforcement.

Some arguments and discussions found in the literature belonged to more than one theme and were assigned for analysis to the most relevant theme by the lead author.

Findings
The initial search produced 1837 articles (Figure 1). A large majority of these were excluded, as they described current MDG progress and strategies on reaching the MDGs but did not examine the MDGs themselves. After screening the titles and the abstracts, the remaining 259 articles described challenges and weaknesses of the MDGs and were fully reviewed. Of these, 80 articles included a discussion of intrinsic limitations of the MDG framework, with the others focusing on extrinsic barriers, such as the financial crisis, lack of political will, etc. Ten additional publications that were appreciably cited by these 80 articles were also added as key references.

As 2015 approaches, the annual number of publications related to the MDGs and to their intrinsic limitations has increased (Figures 2 and 3). Of all MDG-related articles published each year, 3–10% discuss intrinsic challenges.

1. Limitations in the MDG development process
Critical discussion on the formulation of the MDGs focuses on who identified the goals and targets, how and why certain goals were chosen and what political agendas influenced the structure of the MDGs. The overall creation process of the MDG framework was, as Amin (2006) describes, driven by the triad ‘United States, Europe and Japan’, and co-sponsored by the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). According to Eyben (2006), the gender target was restricted to parity in education because the Japanese representative would not agree to broader targets originally proposed by the gender specialists. A small number of UN members influenced the initial rejection of a reproductive health goal. As Hulme (2010) calls it, the ‘unholy alliance’ of the Vatican and conservative Islamic states made the goal disappear from the original MDG list. Oya (2011) and Saith (2006) believe that it was the significant influence of the World Bank that set the main indicator for poverty reduction as the proportion of people living below the poverty line of $1 per day. The exclusiveness of the actors who guided development of the MDGs is underscored by Richard et al. (2011) who add that ‘only 22% of the world’s national parliaments formally discussed the MDGs’. Generally, there was very little involvement of developing countries and civil society constituencies in the creational process (Kabeer, 2005; Waage et al., 2010).
Bond (2006) and Amin (2006) describe the underlying political and conceptual agenda of the MDG framework that carries doctrinaire and characteristics suiting the interests of ‘corporations and rich states’ (Fukuda-Parr, 2010). Saith (2007) even adds the provocative formula ‘neo-liberal globalisation + MDGs = development’.

In contrast, the MDGs are also often described as being an outcome of various global summits in the 1990s. Yet several authors believe that for political reasons some ‘hard-fought goals’ got left behind, such as the importance of reproductive health agreed upon in the International Conference on Population and Development (Cairo, 1994) and the Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, 1995; Haines & Cassels, 2004; Mohindra & Nikiema, 2010). Pogge (2004) sees MDG 1 (‘Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger’) as being far less ambitious when compared to the poverty reduction goal set at the 1996 World Food Summit in Rome. With the MDGs, the choice was made to halve the proportion of people suffering from hunger and poverty instead of halving the...
absolute numbers of people suffering. Pogge calculates that this would result in a reduction of only 101.5 million instead of 547 million people living on less than $1 per day. In regard to education, Robinson (2005) explains that only two out of the three timed goals discussed at the Dakar World Education Forum in 2000 were included in the MDGs; the target of adult literacy, especially for women, and equitable access to basic and continuing education for all adults were not integrated into the MDGs.

Fukuda-Parr (2010) doubts that the original intent of eight goals – to be indicators of progress in the implementation of the objectives presented in the Millennium Declaration – was indeed achieved in the formulation of the MDGs. Various authors explain that only one of the seven key objectives of the Declaration (that of development and poverty eradication) became fundamental to the MDG framework, whereas other
goals such as peace, security, disarmament, human rights and democracy were left behind (Hill, Mansoor, & Claudio, 2010; Waage et al., 2010). Langford (2010) writes that the MDGs of ‘gender equality and the empowerment of women’ were narrowed down to gender equality in education, and the target for ‘affordable water’ was dropped from the MDG list in order to allow for privatisation in the sector.

2. Limitations in the MDG structure

Multiple authors call the goals ‘overambitious’ or ‘unrealistic’ and believe the MDGs ignore the limited local capacities, particularly missing governance capabilities (Mishra, 2004; Oya, 2011). In contrast, Barnes and Brown (2011) call the MDGs ‘unambitious when viewed against the sheer volume of unmet basic human needs’. For Langford (2010), global goals for low- and middle-income countries fall short because they are too ambitious for some countries and not challenging enough for other countries.

Creating a list of goals – a ‘shopping-list approach’ – risks the omission of important issues and underinvestment in other key areas of development (Keyzer & Van Wesenbeeck, 2006). Hayman (2007) argues that the limited list of MDGs makes it easy for donors to justify policies exclusively focused on MDG targets. The MDGs represent a ‘Faustian bargain’ because a consensus was achieved only by ‘major sacrifice’ (Gore, 2010). Saith (2006) adds that by concentrating largely on developing countries, the MDG framework serves to ‘ghettoize the problem of development and locates it firmly in the third world’. Using the goals and targets as country-specific goals, according to AbouZahr and Boerma (2010), gives too little consideration to national baselines, contexts and implementation capacities.

Another point of critique of Van Norren (2012) is the focusing of development efforts on such a reduced list of goals and neglecting their interconnectedness. For example, having separate maternal and child health goals results in separating strongly linked maternal and newborn issues (Brikci & Holder, 2011). Similarly, Molyneux (2008) points at the separate focus on malaria and HIV that misses the necessity and opportunity to address the synergism between the control and treatment of these communicable diseases. Waage et al. (2010) write that ‘a common, cross-sectoral vision of development’ was not part of the formulation of the MDGs and has resulted in fragmentation, incoherence and gaps in the existing framework.

The absence of accountability for every MDG (except Goal 8) is another conceptual weakness of the MDG framework identified in the literature (Davis, 2011; Van Ginneken, 2011). Other authors explain that making MDGs national priorities without the initial participation and consultation of developing countries has led to a lack of national ownership for the goals (Fukuda-Parr, 2006; Haines & Cassels, 2004).

3. Limitations in the MDG content

Even though equality was defined as a core value of the Millennium Declaration, the most often mentioned omission found in the literature is that equity and equality (often used interchangeably) are insufficiently addressed.

Fukuda-Parr (2010) sees a missing goal for reducing inequality within and between countries. Others identify a missing focus on the ‘poorest of the poor’, masked by using national averages or aggregated information (Brikci & Holder, 2011). Vandemoortele (2011) even calls it a ‘tyranny of averages’ where issues of inclusive and equitable progress are ignored within the framework due to ‘abstractions and over-generalization’.
Others are concerned that the MDGs even push towards un-egalitarian outcomes because most health initiatives would first reach mainly the better-off parts of society (Gwatkin, 2005; Waage et al., 2010). Reidpath, Morel, Mecaskey, and Allotey (2009) underline this concern referring to MDG 4 where the reduction of under-five mortality rate is easier to reach through targeting those easier to access and leaving out the worst off. Specifically in regard to MDG 3, authors point out that a target of decreasing gender disparities is not the same as ending gender inequality since focus is reduced to numerical imbalances, whereas substantive asymmetries are left unaddressed (Kabeer, 2005; Subrahmanian, 2005). Mohindra and Nikiema (2010) criticise the lack of MDG objectives for gender-based violence and economic discrimination.

For Maxwell (2003), the formulation of poverty reduction in MDG 1 ‘prioritizes material aspects of deprivation over non-material ones’ and leads to a reduced concept of poverty. Targeting only 50% of the poor population is believed by some to be unethical and failing to be ‘forward looking’ (Poku & Whitman, 2011; Saith, 2006). Others consider it oversimplifying for the World Bank to set a specific poverty line of $1 per day (Edward, 2006). Pogge (2010) questions the choice of the poverty line which, set at $2.50, would have shown no improvement between 1981 and 2005 and, thus, the $1 per day threshold has been set in order to show progress.

Several authors are concerned that the MDGs fail to include political and human rights. In Ziai’s (2011) view, MDG targets are presented not as political but as technical problems, where the solution appears as simply increasing financial resources. A limited focus on only poverty reduction risks to obscure ‘important trade-offs and conflicts of interest’ (Maxwell, 2003). In general, civil, political or human rights are not represented enough in the MDG framework, given they represent an important and enduring global consensus (Fukuda-Parr, 2010; Saith, 2006). Cecchini and Notti (2011) argue that a human rights orientation could have had a positive impact on monitoring and synergism within the MDG framework.

Easterly (2009) describes targets and indicators as ‘unfair to poor countries’, and in particular for Africa because of the way they are constructed. The author explains that MDGs are more difficult to reach for the worst-off countries and are, therefore, drawing a darker picture of the progress made in those regions. He argues that measuring changes in proportions make it harder for countries with worse baselines to show progress. Halving poverty rates from 10 to 5% in Latin America represents more progress (50% poverty reduction) than ‘cutting poverty from 50 to 35%’ in Africa (only 30% reduction).

Of particular concern regarding MDG 2 (‘Achieve universal primary education’) is the limited focus on primary education only, while ignoring the importance of secondary and post-secondary education (Mekonen, 2010; Tarabini, 2010). Lewin (2005) points out that pushing for primary education results in more graduates that then do not have the opportunity for further education in developing economies. MDG 2 particularly fails to ensure quality issues such as availability of teachers, school infrastructure and maintenance as well as completion rates (Barrett, 2011; Lay, 2012). Mekonen (2010) criticises not targeting a high pupil–teacher ratio, describing the alarming rate of 25:1 globally, 43:1 in sub-Saharan Africa, 69:1 in Chad and 83:1 in Congo.

Health plays an important role within the MDGs framework, where three of the eight goals directly (MDG 4–6), and several other goals more indirectly, relate to health. James (2006) believes, however, that the MDGs focus on only three aspects of health (maternal mortality, child mortality and specific infectious diseases) is too limited and an overarching goal of ‘freedom from illness’ is missing. Others emphasise the need to integrate trained health care providers and the importance of building effective health
systems into the list of MDG targets (Haines & Cassels, 2004; Keyzer & Van Wesenbeeck, 2006). Several health issues are found to be underrecognised, such as non-communicable diseases (Magrath, 2009), mental health (Miranda & Patel, 2007) and issues faced by people living with disabilities (Wolbring, 2011). Several authors highlight the fact that targets for reproductive health were absent before 2007 and are still insufficient in MDG 5 (Basu, 2005; Bernstein, 2005; Dixon-Mueller & Germain, 2007). Omissions in MDG 5 are the issues of abortion (Basu, 2005), a ‘fertility regulation indicator’ (Dixon-Mueller & Germain, 2007) and the ‘availability and use of obstetric services’ (Langford, 2010).

MDG 7 prompted authors to argue that the goal places too ‘little emphasis on environmental issues’, in particular, climate change (McMichael & Butler, 2004). Some suggest that Target 7.C – access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation – overlooks local challenges, including infrastructure, distance, security, costs, contamination as well as a basic understanding of hygiene and sanitation (Dar & Khan, 2011; James, 2006). Others call Target 7.D – improving lives of at least 100 million slum residents – too moderate, addressing only 7–9% of expected slum residents by 2020 (Di Muzio, 2008; Langford, 2010).

Goal 8, the only one focusing on commitments by developed countries, is criticised by several authors as having the ‘least explicit targets’, lacking ‘quantitative’ and ‘time bound’ benchmarks (Davis, 2011; Fukuda-Parr, 2006; Gore, 2010). Fukuda-Parr (2006) believes that the emphasis on ‘resource transfer through Official Development Assistance’ (ODA) inhibits the ‘empowerment of developing countries’. making essential drugs and technology available (Target 8.E/F) is not enough, according to James (2006), because it fails to grasp the importance of information and knowledge about correct usage.

Authors also critically look at the time frame set by the MDGs, stating that it is not always clearly specified within which time frame the goals should be achieved (Poku & Whitman, 2011). Keyzer and Van Wesenbeeck (2006) believe that 15 years is too short to address development and see progress. Others argue that intermediate milestones and targets would have helped to maintain focus and achieve the goals (Clemens et al., 2007; Robinson, 2005).

4. Limitations in the MDG implementation and enforcement

Availability and reliability of data are the most often reported challenges with regards to implementation of MDGs and subsequently in the interpretation of progress reports (Dar & Khan, 2011; Easterly, 2009; Sachs, 2012). For AbouZahr and Boerma (2010), the global MDG targets are based on ‘little evidence of feasibility in low-income countries’, and Attaran (2005) explains further that the health-related baselines from 1990 are often based on unreliable household surveys with no birth and death registries, health records or health statistics. For the educational MDG 2, Johnston (2011) found that data on school completion are difficult to obtain because enrolment data are usually collected at the beginning of the academic year, ignoring attendance and drop outs. Quantitative MDG targets also rely on epidemiological and monitoring tools that many countries lack, and even if available, data are not necessarily comparable across countries because of different compilation methodologies or definitions (Poku & Whitman, 2011). Progress reports, therefore, are difficult to interpret because their calculations are based on assumptions and poor quality data (Reddy & Heuty, 2008). Additionally, unreliable data
can also lead to miscalculated cost estimation with important financial consequences for donor and recipient countries (Saith, 2006).

Authors also criticise the lack of clear guidance on policy changes or how the goals ought to be achieved (Fukuda-Parr, 2006; Gil-Gonzalez, Ruiz-Cantero & Alvarez-Dardet, 2009). For Oya (2011), there is not enough guidance to achieve the expected but unrealistic outcomes, which might create pessimism and cynicism in poor countries.

Another concern is the important influence of the MDG framework on data processing, interpretation and research. Institutionalised targets can also lead to misused and manipulated statistics, and a strong financial influence risks narrowing priorities of academic research (Saith, 2006). The author adds that this increased need to compete for funds forces organisations (such as non-governmental, civil society and international development organisations) to fall in line with the goals even if this might not always be in the best interest of the institution nor of the beneficiaries.

Finally, authors criticise the MDG framework for promoting ‘quick-fix’ solutions and short-term planning instead of sustainable global management goals and structural changes (Bond, 2006; Van Norren, 2012). The strong incentives to show a quick impact lead to parallel and uncoordinated programmes that encourage picking of ‘low-hanging fruits’ instead of long-term investments (Lay, 2012; Maxwell, 2003; Richard et al., 2011). It encourages ‘vertical organization of planning, financing, procurement, delivery, monitoring, and reporting’ with no consideration of national needs or broader aspects of the health system (Waage et al., 2010).

**Discussion**

Since the establishment of the MDGs, there has been significant progress in health and well-being in several regions of the globe. Broad consensus suggests that the MDGs have had a positive role in this achievement. A survey of more than 100 Southern NGOs from 27 countries showed strong support of the MDGs (75% of respondents considered the MDGs to be ‘a good thing’) (Pollard, Sumner, Polato-Lopes, & de Mauroy, 2011). At the same time, however, both practitioners and policy-makers recognise some limitations within the MDG framework. Most of these critiques do not intend to suggest having no framework altogether but are rather ‘critical friends’, aiming to identify what can be improved (Unterhalter, 2012). In this same vein, the purpose of this literature review is to describe the broad variety of limitations found in the literature and, thus, identify opportunities for discussion and improvements for the post-2015 agenda.

Only 15% of MDG-related publications expressed concerns with the MDGs, and only one-third of these discussed intrinsic limitations. After numerous international summits, the consensus that resulted in the Millennium Declaration of 2000 subsequently led to broad positive acceptance of the MDGs. Initially, most authors appeared to look optimistically towards the initiative, and they were more likely to publish about implementation and progress of the MDGs. However, more recently, relatively greater criticism and reflection appeared to develop.

These MDG criticisms were mixed, without clear consensus. What often appeared as a limitation to some was seen as a strength by others. Some authors consider the MDGs to be too ambitious and unrealistic, while others believe they are too narrow to capture the major issues of development. Although the MDGs were originally meant as long-term normative objectives, authors describe their potential of becoming ‘planned targets’ encouraging quick-fix solutions (Fukuda-Parr, Greenstein, & Stewart, 2013).
One of the most commonly cited concerns is the manner in which the MDGs were developed. Authors describe the creation of the MDGs as being led by a few country actors who decided on the choice of goals with very little involvement from developing countries. In contrast, the World Health Organization is currently engaging member states, civil society, private sector and academia to help with the post-2015 development agenda (UN Task Team, 2013). However, ‘too many cooks in the kitchen’ may make consensus on common goals difficult, according to Vandemoortele, architect of the MDGs and UN advisor for the agenda post-2015 (Jones, 2013). Finding the balance between the complexity of development and staying concise and practicable at the same time will be a major challenge for future goals.

Structural concerns with the MDGs include that they are too simplistic, unachievable and have too much of a managerial approach while not identifying who is accountable for achieving them. Furthermore, reducing development objectives to a list of eight artificially separated goals risks ignoring their interconnectedness and subsequently reinforcing a vertical nature in programmes, policies, research and funding. In contrast, Sachs (2012) believes that ‘eight simple goals that fit well on one poster’ are a key to the success of the MDGs. Others have pointed out that synergism between sectors has been made possible through the MDGs; for example, a strong focus on health – in particular, malaria – has helped advance education and economic growth of countries (Berkley et al., 2013).

Authors expressed concerns that establishing the MDGs as shared worldwide goals overlooked individual national and regional needs and excluded several notable development issues such as limited governance capabilities. Furthermore, progress is measured in mostly national aggregated data that prevent a detailed understanding of regional progress and obscure within-country disparities. New methods are now being developed to measure the ‘pace of progress’ rather than specific end-targets that are difficult to reach for some countries (Fukuda-Parr et al., 2013).

With regard to the content of the MDGs, some authors argue that the limited focus on poverty, and not on reduction of inequity and inequalities, is seen as a major omission of the MDG framework. In fact, along with progress, the issue of equity appears to be receiving increasing attention from the international community. The UN Task Team on the post-2015 UN Development Agenda has acknowledged that major points mentioned in the literature, such as inequalities, social exclusion, biodiversity, and reproductive health, are addressed insufficiently by the MDGs (UN Task Team, 2012). In their recommendations the task team included human rights, equality and sustainability as core values of future goals.

Various authors cite concerns over specific MDG targets and indicators. The arbitrary choice of a poverty line is criticised as well as the general use of average and proportions, making it harder to achieve measurable progress in worst-off countries. Despite MDG revisions in 2007, reproductive health is still not adequately included, and MDG 7 does not adequately address increasing environmental challenges.

As might be expected with any examination of a complex issue, there are limitations to this literature review. Given the sheer volume of documents on the topic of MDGs, the search was limited to English-language articles. This and the exclusion of unpublished and non-peer-reviewed reports might ignore important challenges the MDG framework faced under particular social, cultural and political circumstances. This review focused on less-examined intrinsic factors of the framework that may explain uneven progress in MDGs and across countries. This may underplay the role of extrinsic factors like national policies and the recent global financial and food crises. Lastly, this study did not attempt
to systematically assess the relative levels of consensus or validity of the arguments published in the literature.

Conclusion

Reasons for slow or limited progress in achieving the MDGs are complex, and with a global recession and inherent challenges with all goals, any limitations in the MDG framework itself cannot be entirely responsible for shortfalls in progress. Nevertheless, the literature identifies a range of important concerns, including limitations in MDG formulation process, structure, content and implementation.

By recognising, and deliberating on, the range of identified intrinsic limitations of MDGs, the next generation of global development goals might address these limitations and potentially have even greater positive impact on the health and well-being of people worldwide.
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